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2024印尼雅加達國際緊固件五金展- 
汽機車用緊固件成本屆焦點
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INAFASTENER 2024- 
Automotive and Motorcycle 
Fasteners in the Spotlight This Year 

The 6th annual INAFASTENER was held in 
JIEXPO Kemayoran, Jakarta, the capital city of 

Indonesia, on May 15-17 this year. It is one of the most 
important professional fastener and hardware exhibitions 

in Indonesia and ASEAN region supported by Indonesia Automotive Parts 
& Components Industries Association (GIAMM), Indonesia Automotive 
Workshop Association (ASBEKINDO), Indonesia Fastener Association (AFI), 
and attracts many domestic and overseas industry professionals and buyers to 
visit and make their inquiries every year. This year, Fastener World also sent our 
staff to participate in the exhibition on-site in order to build a bridge with the 
local supply chain and potential customers for those interested in expanding into 
the Indonesian market and extending their business reach to the neighboring 
ASEAN markets.

The exhibits on display included a wide range of industrial fasteners and 
fixings, assembly & installation systems, and storage & logistics services, with 
fasteners for conventional cars, electric vehicles and motorbikes being the most 
talked-about products of the show. It is understood that Indonesia's automotive 
industry has always been an important part of the country's manufacturing 
development. With the gradual transformation of the automobile industry to 
promote the development of electric vehicles, the Indonesian government has 
also set the goal of reaching the production target of 600,000 electric vehicles 
and 2.45 million motorcycles by 2030. Indonesia is also one of the largest 
motorcycle markets in the world. The Indonesian government has also set a 
goal of fully electrifying all new motorcycles sold by 2040, which is part of the 
Indonesian government's plan to electrify all new cars sold by 2050.

During the 3-day exhibition, Fastener World's booth attracted many local 
buyers who stopped by to read the latest magazines and ask for relevant supplier 
information. Many visitors also scanned the QR Code of Fastener World's 
official website to try out the digital B2B buying & selling platform, and 
the rich supplier information allowed them to see more purchasing channels 
and opportunities. This year, there were also several Taiwanese companies 
exhibiting and showcasing their new products and services that were of great 
interest to local buyers.

The organizer has not yet announced the date of the next show. For more 
information, please stay tuned to the official website of Fastener World.


